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SOUTH WAIRARAPA DISTRICT COUNCIL 
DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN 2014/2015 SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS 
 

Readers Note:  The actual submission is the operative document and should be read in conjunction with this 

summary.  The summary of submissions is an interpretation of the submissions and it is not possible to capture all points made in 
the original submission. 

     

SUB. 
NO. 

PGS NAME OF 

SUBMITTER 
WISH TO 

BE 

HEARD? 

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION OFFICER COMMENTS COUNCILLOR NOTES 
 

1a 1-2 Martinborough 
Colonial Museum 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Seek a general grant to assist with 
additional running costs associated 
with a security installation and 
insurance of the collection and 
uncertain revenue collection.  Unclear 
whether a general grant over and 

above the regular $750 is requested. 

It would appear the museum is asking 
for up to an additional $2,800. Note 
that the building is already covered 
by SWDC general insurance. We have 
typically in the past resisted covering 
“collections” and required 
organisations to cover this aspect of 

their operational costs themselves. 

Recommendation: 

That the operational grant be 
retained, and consideration be given 
for a further one off capital grant 

following consideration of other 
funding requests 

 

1b  Martinborough 
Colonial Museum 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests a 
meeting with Council officers to jointly 
inspect the Museum to identify issues 
which need attention. 

This meeting has been held, and 
levels of funding discussed. Costs 
have increased in the order of $2.8K 
pa. 

 

2 3 Adri Shaw No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests a fully 
fenced playground area be included as 
part of the Martinborough Town Hall 
improvements 

If the town hall project is approved, 
this request will be passed on to the 
town hall management committee for 
inclusion in the overall project. 

Recommendation: 

That the submitter be advised that 
her request is noted and will be 

passed on the organising committee if 
the project receives approval 

 

3a 4 Democrats for 
social credit 

Not 
available 

General 

Requests Council support and lobby 
for: 

Recommendation: for all 3a to 3f 

That if Council is of a mind to support 
any or all these initiatives officers 
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Local body access to nil-interest credit-
lines and loans from the Reserve Bank 

for essential capital works 

write to the major political parties. 

3b  Democrats for 
social credit 

Not 
available 

General 

Requests Council support and lobby 
for: 

Removal of GST from rates 

As above  

3c  Democrats for 

social credit 

Not 

available 

General 

Requests Council support and lobby 
for: 

The Robyn Hood tax campaign – 
specifically the levying of a tax on 
money and share market transactions. 

As above  

3d  Democrats for 
social credit 

Not 
available 

General 

Requests Council support and lobby 
for: 

Transparency to the Trans Pacific 
Partnership Agreement negotiations. 

As above  

3e  Democrats for 
social credit 

Not 
available 

Part 3 – Water Supply 

Requests Council support and lobby 
for:  No fluoridation 

As above  

3f  Democrats for 
social credit 

Not 
available 

General 

Requests Council support and lobby 

for: 

The single transferable vote system for 
all local government 

As above  

4a 5 J Harrison No Part 3 – Amenities:  Does not 
support the proposed plan for the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 

Centre 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

5 6 George Kirk No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Notes the findings are of concern. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 
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6 7 Helen Kirk No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Believes a room for „health needs‟ is 
unnecessary as the medical centre 
provides that facility. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 
the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

 

7 8 The Wairarapa 
Arts Festival 
Trust 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Seeks funding of $15,000 for a second 
Kokomai Festival to be held October 
2015. 

This application relates to the 
2015/16 financial year, submitter will 
be advised of need to reapply. 
However no doubt the submitter 
would like some indication prior to 

that date of whether SWDC will 
support this financially 

Recommendation: 

This application is for the following 
financial year and submitter will be 
advise accordingly, however SWDC 

wishes to indicate /not indicate 

support for this funding 

 

8 9-19 Featherston 
Camp Memorial 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Seeks Council‟s agreement in principle 
for a proposal to commission a 
significant work so as to recognise the 

Fstn Military Training Camp and 
commemorate WWI. 

Requests that Council work with the 
Group to promote the tribute and 
source the funding. 

Requests that land in Fstn be made 
available for the commissioned work. 

Note that the Anzac Hall was “given 
to the Featherston Municipal Council 
as a memorial to Wairarapa Soldiers 
who were killed in the Great War of 

1914-18 on the condition that a 
suitable memorial be erected on the 
grass plot at the east of the building”?  
(From the 1919 certificate of transfer 
of the building from the Anzac Club) 

 Recommendation 

That Council work with interested 

parties to coordinate the 
commissioning and construction of a 
suitable memorial, and where able 
coordinate funding.  

 

9 20-21 Heritage NZ 
Pouhere Taonga 

 Part 3 – E, C & C Development / 
Resource Management:  Seeks a 

While a detailed inventory could be of 
use when considering resource and 
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(NZ Historic 
Places Trust) 

contribution in the range of $4,000-
$20,000 to assist with the costs 

associated with reviewing the status of 
SW registered buildings to ensure each 
registered building has complete 
information that can be presented in an 
inventory styled report. 

building consent applications, it is not 
a high priority. Currently the District 

Plan provisions deal with historic 
heritage in our town centres. Council 
has agreed that these areas contain 
the main heritage values it wants to 
protect. As part of applying these 
provisions Council has developed 
historic heritage assessment 

guidelines for existing buildings and is 

at this time compiling additional 
guidelines to cover new structures.  
When processing RC‟s applications in 
heritage areas Council also engages 
with independent heritage groups for 

advice. All these measures are 
considered sufficient at present. 

Recommendation 

That Council advise the NZHPT it 
considers updating of the inventory to 
be a low priority at this time and that 

the funding allocation request is 

consequently declined.  

10 22 Helen Kirk No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests a 
footpath for Oxford Street, MBA be 
budgeted for ASAP. 

Oxford St not on current list. 935m 
concrete $136,500 0r $116,875 
asphalt. 

Recommendation 

That current footpath program be 

retained and that this section be 
considered when preparing the three 
year plan next year 

 

11 23-25 Jane Kellahan No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre and 
offers assistance to run an art auction 
fundraiser.   

Requests proper lighting for the above 
auction. 

Submission forwarded to MTHWG 9 

May 14 for consideration. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the Town Hall project 

 

12 26 Andree de Latour No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the Recommendation:  
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proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

13 27 DE Handyside No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

14a 28-29 Mac & Zen 
McConachy 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

14b  Mac & Zen 
McConachy 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests a 
fenced play area. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 

the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

 

14c  Mac & Zen 

McConachy 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests 

materials used for the playground are 
recycled where possible and are 
sustainable; wood/natural 
productions/solar. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 
the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 

Hall Working Party Group. 

 

14d  Mac & Zen 
McConachy 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests the 
play areas be educational, safe, and 
reflect natural beauty of area. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 

the project is approved   
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Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 

Hall Working Party Group. 

15a 30-31 John Ansell No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project. 

 

15b  John Ansell No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 

the Martinborough Town Square be 
developed as a vibrant focal point.  
Suggests a fountain, kiosks, seating, 
and moving the central monument to 
one of the two street frontages that 
don‟t feature a monument. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 
the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 

discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

 

16a 32-33 Wellington City 
Council 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Proposes that the regions Councils 

contribute to the Regional Amenities 
Fund at the same level as the 13/14 

year. 

SWDC does not contribute to this 
fund Recommendation: 

Council does not contribute to this 
fund as there are more pressing 

matters where direct benefit can be 
gained 

 

16b  Wellington City 
Council 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests that all the regions council 
commit to an agreed level of funding to 

the Regional Amenities Fund for the 
2015/25 LTP. 

Recommendation: 

Officers write to WCC and advise this 
item has been included in our 

schedule of items to be considered for 
the 2015/25 LTP and will be 
addressed at that time 

 

17a 34 Ro Griffiths No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

17b  Ro Griffiths No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
Council complete a landscaping plan 
which will link the Memorial Square to 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
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the playground and Town Hall in 
conjunction with the plan for the Hall. 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 

the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

18 35 John Rhodes No Part 3 – Amenities:  Does not 
support the cycle trail, suggests the 

money is spent on the MTH, water 

supply, sewerage upgrades or libraries. 

Suggests the money saved could also 
be used to campaign for cycling for 
recreation and transport 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that his 

submission will be considered when 

discussing the matters they relate to 

 

19a 36 John Kirkup No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

 

19b  John Kirkup No Part 3 – Amenities:  Suggests a 
greater focus is needed on risk 
assessment of the MTH project 
(funding, stewardship, and utilisation). 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project , and that if 
the project is approved   

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

 

20 37 Ted Preston No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

21 38-39 Craggy Range 
Vineyards 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
that Council seal Te Muna Road to 
reduce the risks associated with using 
and living on or near the road. 

Recommendation: 

Suggest that arterial Rds such as 
Cape Palliser, white rock and Tora Rd 
are done first. 
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22 40 UCOL No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Thanks Council for past support and 

requests $700 be allocated for 
scholarship purposes. 

This amount was granted in previous 
years. 

Recommendation 

That Council approve the continuation 
of this grant at $700 

 

23 41-43 SPCA Yes Part 3 –Public Protection:  Requests 
Council adopt one of 3 options for 
controlling cats; however propose that 

option 3 is selected. 

1. Take sole responsibility for control 
of feral and stray cats 

2. Outsource cat control  

3. Joint arrangement with SPCA 

Feral and stray cat issues are a 
Regional Council function under the 
Biosecurity Act. In this regard the 

WRC website states; “Feral and 
unwanted cats are present throughout 
the Wellington region”. It then goes 
on to say under the headline “What 
can I do?” the following “Under the 
Greater Wellington Regional Pest 

Management Strategy an individual 
must have the express permission of 
a landowner before feeding or 
encouraging cats on any land. 

If cats are unwanted or abandoned on 
a property it is the responsibility of 

the property owner to undertake 

control   (my underline) 

Organisations such as the SPCA and 
Cats Protection League may assist 
with the management of unwanted 
cats on private land, including the 
loan of live-capture cat traps. GW can 
offer advice on control techniques. 

GW only undertakes active feral cat 
control in Key Native Ecosystem sites 
and in conjunction with Territorial 
Local Authorities…..the SPCA or a 

local veterinarian can euthanize 
captured feral or unwanted cats. 

Private pest control companies can be 
contracted to undertake unwanted cat 
control. 

Recommendation 

That Council advise the SPCA that the 
control of feral and stray cats is the 
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responsibility of the GWRC under the 
Biosecurity Act and for that reason it 

will not be engaging in the control of 
feral and stray cats as requested. 

24a 44-45 Greytown 
Community 
Board 

No General – Thanks Council for support 
and work in a number of areas in the 
Greytown community. 

Recommendation 

Council acknowledges GCB Comments  

 

24b  Greytown 
Community 

Board 

No 

Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  

Requests that Council assist the GCB to 
identify needs and trends for Greytown 
Citizens and visitors. 

Officers are not in a position to 
provide a significant amount of 

analysis in regards to needs and 
trends for Greytown alone, or even 
the district. There is a certain amount 
of material in the NRB survey. We 

rely on annual plan submissions to 
identify the high level issues. 

Recommendation 

The CE meet with GCB to identify the 
aims of this project and options 
available for ascertaining what is 
required 

 

 

24c  Greytown 
Community 
Board 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests that Council assist the wider 
community by starting a dialogue 
between all sporting and recreational 

bodies in the South Wairarapa district, 
to work towards a central 
administrative body based on the 
Greytown Sport and Leisure Model, 
which includes all three towns. 

Sport Wellington are undertaking a 
region wide analysis, including the 
Wairarapa 

Recommendation 

The GCB request be passed on to 
Sport Wellington 

 

 

24d  Greytown 

Community 

Board 

No 
Part 3 – E, C & C Development 

/Amenities:  Requests that dialogue 
is developed between the three towns 

in the South Wairarapa District to 
ensure that future facilities and 
initiatives are not duplicated but to 
ensure that each town retains its 
autonomy. 

Apart from considering initiatives at a 

high level SWDC is not in a position to 

provide an analysis of this nature 

from existing resources. It is 

estimated an initial study could cost 

in the order of $50,000. If Council 

wishes to pursue this initiative an 

additional sum of money would need 
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to be set aside 

Recommendation 

Council decide whether this is a 
priority and if so set aside funds to 

support a study  

24e  Greytown 
Community 
Board 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
Council continue to improve the 
opportunity for youth recreational 

activities in Greytown. 

Recommendation 

Council will consider any initiatives 
put forward. Council would consider 

any initiatives put forward by GCB. 

 

24f  Greytown 
Community 
Board 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that a 
Greytown Cemetery carpark is 
developed where the old trees were 
removed – or that improved planting is 
undertaken. 

Budgeted and planned work 
implemented within 14/15 year. 

Recommendation 

GCB be advised that this project is 
planned for the 2014/15 year 

 

24h  Greytown 
Community 
Board 

No 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
hard surface parking is constructed on 

the southern side of Soldiers Memorial 

Park along Kuratawhiti Street 

Work has been planned and priced 
but to be done in summer 2014/15 

$27,205.00 plus associated Rd 
shoulder work.  

Recommendation 

That GCB be advised this work is 
planned for the summer 2014/2015 

 

25 46-49 Connecting 
Communities 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests $6970 to fund Featherston 
Neighbourhood Support Coordination 
and to establish and fund 
Martinborough Neighbourhood Support 

Coordination 

Supported by SWDC Graffiti Working 
Party. 

Recommendation 

This funding request be considered 
along with other funding requests 

 

26 50 Wings over 
Wairarapa 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests $5000 towards the costs of 
the 2015 Airshow and that a similar 

level of funding is considered in future 
years. 

$5,000 was funded in previous year. 

Recommendation  

This funding request be considered 

along with other funding requests 

 

27 51 M Blown No 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 
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28 52 A Hiemstra No 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

29 53 J Blown No 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

30 54 Ineke & David 
Kershaw 

No 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

31a 55 John O‟Reilly No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
Cycleway 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the cycleway project 

 

31b  John O‟Reilly No Part 3 – Amenities:  Queries why no 
funds have been set aside for the Fstn 
Town Centre development 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised the project 
is expected to be funded from existing 
budgets, grant funds, and reserves. 

The proposal is not anticipated to cost 
a significant amount- community 
input is required or the landscaping 
aspect of this project 

 

31c  John O‟Reilly No Part 3 – Amenities:  Does not 
support the proposed plan for the 

Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

31d  John O‟Reilly No Part 3 – Public Protection:  Requests 
that Council address, in the AP, the 

rundown buildings in Fstn. 

Council received a report on this issue 
at its April 2014 meeting. The report 

found that current legislative 
provisions do not allow Council to 
effectively intervene on such matters. 
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Council did wish to further investigate 
whether the RMA could be used to 

resolve the problem. 

 In addition a letter (with an attached 
report) from Rotorua District Council 
has recently been forwarded to 
Council seeking support for legislative 
changes to be made by Government 
for the same reason. This reinforces 

the fact that it is a national problem 
which needs a national solution.  

Both these documents are available 
on Council‟s website.  

Recommendation 

That a letter be forwarded to Mr 

O’Reilly advising him of the 
availability of the reports, Council’s 
April resolution to further investigate 
options under the RMA (to seek legal 
advice) and that no further action be 
taken. 

32 57-59 Victoria Read Yes 

Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

33 60-61 Victoria Read & 
Tim Martin 

No 
Part 3 – Land Transport:   Requests 
a footpath on Roberts Street between 
Weld Street and Martinborough School. 

208m planned on Roberts St No‟5 to 
213. This is the final year of the 
current footpath plan – a new plan 
will be developed for the next three 
years. 

 

34 62 Ian Warren No Part 3 – Land Transport:   Requests 

that Oxford Street between Suez and 
Regent Streets is widened to the same 
width that Oxford St from Suez to the 
Square due to increased use. 

Oxford St widening is not on current 

list. 935m concrete $136,500 or 
$116,875 asphalt.  

I 

That current footpath program be 
retained and that this section be 
considered when preparing the three 
year plan next year  
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35 63 Rhona Fraser No General - Requests no rates increase 
as she supplies her own water, rubbish 

disposal, sewer and there is no bus 
service along her road. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the overall rates level 

 

36 64 Friends of Stella 
& Sarah 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposal to change the status of the 
Old Library Building from investment 

property back to a community based 

building. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the old library building 

 

37 65 Adrienne 
McCartney 

No Part 3 – Public Protection:  Would 
like to know Council‟s plan on making 
Ngawi more dog friendly. 

Requests off lead dog spaces. 

Council‟s dog control policy applies 
generally across the district. It 
requires dogs to be kept on a lead at 

all times.  This policy states that off 
lead dog exercise areas will only be 
provided in each of Martinborough, 
Featherston and Greytown. This policy 
would need to be changed if Council 
wants to provide an off lead area at 
Ngawi. At this time staff are unaware 

whether there is any suitable land to 
use. In addition Council reserve land 
at Ngawi is used for “free camping” 
and because of past problems with 
dogs at such sites, there is a strict 
“no dogs allowed” ban. 

Recommendation: 

That Adrienne McCartney be advised 
Council’s dog control policy only 
provides for off lead dog exercise 
areas at Martinborough, Greytown 
and Featherston. 

 

38 66-67 Wairarapa 
Volunteer Centre 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests $1000 towards the setup and 
operating costs of setting up a 
Wairarapa Volunteer Centre in the 
Wairarapa area. 

Recommendation 

This request for funding be considered 
along with other funding requests 

 

39 68 William Pearce No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
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Town Hall/Community Centre. submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project   

40 69 Conor Kershaw Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

41 70 Tim Martin Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

42 71 Beatrice Pearce No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

43 72 John Martin Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

44 73 Kevin Ricky No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

45 74 Esther Read No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project   

 

46 75 Nicola Thomas No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
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on the town hall project   

47 76 Angela Sweeney No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project  

 

48 77 Philippa Goodwin Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

49 78 Kate Paterson No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project   

 

50 79 Poppy Hammond No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

51a 80 Ann Gray No Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Supports the Destination Wairarapa 

Submission and asks Council to 
continue funding them. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the funding for DW  

 

51b  Ann Gray No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that a 
public toilet is located at the Ngawi 
surfers spot. 

Budgeted and planned work for 13/14   

51c  Ann Gray No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Interested 
in FAR Review and asks Council do 
what it can to keep the Govt assistance 
so Cape Palliser Rd is maintained. 

A whole of road plan has been 
developed and works implemented 
prior to FAR changes.   

 

51d  Ann Gray No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports 
continued development of Wairarapa 
Cycle Trails, rail and bus connections. 

Recommendation: 

Advocated through the regional 

transport plan 
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52 81 Felicity Warren No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project   

 

53 82 Arthur Warren No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project   

 

54a 83-84 Alistair and 
Jenny Boyne 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Opposes the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

54b  Alistair and 
Jenny Boyne 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests a 
suitable building is purchased or built 
as a library (independent of the 
MTHCC) with committee rooms 

available for hire. 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that this 
submission be referred to the MTHWG 

 

54c  Alistair and 
Jenny Boyne 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Suggests 
approaching Sky Casino to seek their 
financial input into building a 
convention Centre in the footprint of 
the MTH 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

55 85 Chris Cassels No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
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on the town hall project   

56a 86 Trish Clifford-
Marsh 

No General:  Supports the Destination 
Wairarapa Submission and asks Council 
to continue funding them. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on funding DW 

 

56b  Trish Clifford- 
Marsh 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
Proposed cycle trail development. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycle trail project 

 

56c  Trish Clifford- 

Marsh 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 

the development of a trail connecting 
Fstn with the Rimutaka Cycle Trail. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycle trail project 

 

56d  Trish Clifford- 
Marsh 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
improved rail service and bus service 

between the three towns. 

This is advocated for via the regional 
land transport plan. Submission will 

also be passed on to GWRC who 

manage these services 

 

56e  Trish Clifford- 
Marsh 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that a 
public toilet is located at the Ngawi 
surfers spot. 

Budgeted and planned work 
implemented within 14/15 year. 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and advise 
this work will be completed in the 
current year. 

 

56f  Trish Clifford- 
Marsh 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Interested 
in FAR Review and asks Council do 
what it can to keep the Govt assistance 

so Cape Palliser Rd is maintained. 

Submission noted, note that SWDC 
has lobbied strongly regarding the 
FAR review and that NZTA are still 

considering the SPR   

 

56a  Trish Clifford- 
Marsh 

No Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Supports a cycle festival (as proposed 
by DW) 

Noted  

57 87 Wellington Free 
Ambulance 

 Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests $4,762.50 for the provision of 
ambulance services to the SW (.50c 
per head of population) 

This funding formula was used last 
year  

Recommendation: 

This application be considered along 
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with other funding requests 

58 88 James Brasell No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

59a 89-91 Stuart Edwards Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
Proposed cycle trail development. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycle trail project 

 

59b  Stuart Edwards Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Does not 

support the Menz Shed being placed on 
the Fstn swapped land, suggests it 
should be made available for 
commercial development. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town square project 

 

59c  Stuart Edwards Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Concerned about 
the proposal to relocate the i-site to 

the MTH complex.  Suggests if it is 

relocated consideration be given to 
providing an open, light and inviting 
space. 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 

Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project and if 

approved the submission be passed 
on to the MTHWG 

 

60 93 Noel Thomas No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

61 94 Noeline Thomas No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 
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62 95-99 Hiatt Cox 
(petition) 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests a 
footpath be provided  on Oxford Street, 

from 100m south of Regent Street to 
the intersection with Todds Road 
(about 720m) 

Oxford St not on current list. 935m 

concrete $136,500 or $116,875 

asphalt. 720m =$105K concrete and 

$90K asphalt 

Recommendation: 

That current footpath program be 
retained and that this section be 
considered when preparing the three 

year plan next year 

 

63 100 Mr Graham and 

Patricia Hill 

No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

64a 101-

102 

Jez Partridge Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 

Council postpone implementing 
Council‟s preferred option and begin 
the Fstn Town Centre Consultation 
process again. 

The decision on the placement of the 

Menz Shed will be made 4 June. 

Recommendation: 

Submitter be advised on the decision 
made on 4 June 

 

64b  Jez Partridge Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that a 
working group is started consisting of 

Fstn locals and Council officers; that 
the group is given a budget to 
commission three plans; that 
consultation with the public then 
occurs. 

Recommendation: 

Submitter be advised on the decision 

made on 4 June 

 

64c  Jez Partridge Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
funds are set aside for the 
development stage and for the build 
phase of the project within the Annual 
Plan. 

Recommendation: 

Submitter be advised on the decision 
made on 4 June 

 

65 103 Sylvia Nielson No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre but notes 
suggestions for modification to the 
extension façade. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project and if 
approved the submission be passed 
on to the MTHWG 
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66a 104-
105 

Pete Roberts Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Does not 
support the proposed funding plan for 

the Martinborough Town 
Hall/Community Centre. 
Suggests money from land sales is 
used for waste water. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. Advise funds 
from land sales cannot be used to 
offset the wastewater project as 
current funding policy applies the 
“exacerbater pays” principle – those 

that discharge to the system pay. 

 

 

66b  Pete Roberts Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Suggests the 
land swap land in Fstn could have a 
community building, for i-site.  Queries 

why the money from land sales is 
going to the MTH project and not 
development of the land in Fstn. 

Recommendation: 

Submitter be advised on the decision 
made on 4 June 

 

66c  Pete Roberts Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Queries whether 
rates will increase in Martinborough 
more than in Greytown and 

Featherston. 

Recommendation: 

Advise submitter that rates are set on 
a district wide basis and rates are set 

on a consistent basis across the 
district 

 

67 106 Jennifer and 
Hank Courtney 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests a 
footpath be provided on Oxford Street. 

Oxford St not on current list. 935m 

concrete $136,500 0r $116,875 

asphalt. 

Recommendation: 

That current footpath program be 
retained and that this section be 
considered when preparing the three 
year plan next year. 

 

68 107 Living Streets 

Aotearoa 

No Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  

Requests $750 to enable SWDC to be a 
category sponsor for the 2014 Golden 
Foot Walking Awards to be held in 
Nelson. 

Recommendation: 

Application be considered with other 
applications for funding, as funding is 
destined outside district should be 
declined 

 

69 108-

109 

Katherine Jacobs No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 

sealing of Te Muna Road.  

 

Unclear whether submitter supports 

the 2km seal proposal, but have 
assumed YES. 
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70 110-
111 

NZ Hockey 
Federation 

No Part 3 - E, C & C Development:   
Requests SWDC enter into a 

partnership with Hockey NZ to bring 
two hockey tests to the region in Oct 
14. 
Requests $10k from the SW 
community, a specific amount from 
SWDC not indicated. 

This needs to be coordinated with 
MDC and CDC 

Recommendation 

Application be considered with other 
applications for funding 

 

71a 112-

114 

Martinborough 

Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

71b  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Governance:  Supports 
funding of Community Boards 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission 

 

71c  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Supports Council‟s involvement within 
this area and supports Destination 

Wairarapa funding. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the DW funding. 

 

71d  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests Council assistance to help 
obtain and document information 

related to the UFB fibre lay in 
Martinborough. 
Requests that Council advocate for 
rapid and affordable access to high 
speed broadband services to network 
providers and central govt. 

Recommendation 

That officers contact the fibre 
contractors and request this 

information. Council will continue to 
lobby for better services 

 

71e  Martinborough 
Community 

Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports a new 
toilet block being placed at Ngawi surf 

point. 

Budgeted and planned work 
implemented within 14/15 year. 

Recommendation 

Submitter be advised this project is 
planned for the 2014/15 year 

 

71f  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
repairs and improvements as outlined 
for MBA pool 

Noted  
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71g  Martinborough 
Community 

Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
Council repair the pool covers and 

implements a system that allows the 
covers to be used in windy weather. 
 
Notes that pool covers weren‟t used in 
the 13/14 season. 

System in development for 2014/15 
season to ensure staff are able to use 

covers in windy weather 

 

71h  Martinborough 

Community 

Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 

Council review the pools contract to 
ensure staff are available to put the 

covers on daily and that the slide can 
be used every weekend and over 
school holidays (at a minimum). 

Slide will be in use whenever possible 

(outside windy periods). 

Covers to be on a daily basis. 

 

71i  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
Council review the mowing contract of 
the MBA playground and reprioritise 
town centre amenities over park areas 
such as Considine Park. 

Programs can be reviewed with the 
CB in new year with substitution of 
area for area as required 

 

71j  Martinborough 

Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Solid Waste Management:  

Request that Council investigates a 
rubbish collection and tidy up of the 
MBA Square and playground on 

Saturday and Sunday mornings. 

Additional $10,000 in budget for town 

centre weekend cleaning.  

Officer to clarify whether additional 

funds would be required to fully meet 
the request. 

 

 

71k  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Solid Waste Management:  
Request that Council investigates a 
rubbish collection and tidy up of the 
MBA Square and playground on 
Saturday and Sunday mornings. 

As above  

71l  Martinborough 

Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Request that 

Council have available and provide to 
event managers a comprehensive plan 
of all services, electricity, and irrigation 

etc for the MBA Square. 

Officer to do  

71m  Martinborough 

Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

provision of a town centre 
beautification budget and requests that 
MBA‟s funds be carried forward and 
allocated to Square development 
coordinated with MTH landscape 
development. 

Noted, recommend agree with this 

submission 
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71n  Martinborough 
Community 

Board 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Request 
that Council‟s footpath budget for 

repairs and renewals is increased. 
Support Council‟s stated position to 
provide CBD footpaths on both sides of 
the street and a single footpath in 
other urban streets. 

Any budgetary increase will be a 
direct impact on rates and the current 

plan will have first priority. New plan 
due for discussion next year 

 

71o  Martinborough 

Community 

Board 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Request 

that MBA‟s footpaths are prioritised as 
follows: 

Roberts Street (Grey to Weld) 
Dublin/Princess Corner 
Dublin from Sackville to Regent 
Esther 

Regent from Esther to Dublin 
Request that a lime path option is 
investigated for Oxford Street out to 
Todds Road. 

This is the final year of the current 

footpath plan, submissions will be 

called and community board 
consulted in preparation of next three 
year plan. 

Princess, Roberts, Dublin St‟s are in 
the current plan. 

Oxford needs to be its own project 
due to size and cost.  

 

 

71p  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Support 
Council‟s commitment to this road and 
ongoing advocacy efforts to NZTA to 

secure funding. 

Continued advocacy will take place  

71q  Martinborough 
Community 
Board 

Yes Part 3 – Solid Waste Management:  
Request that Council revises the 
rubbish collection day for MBA to 
Monday due to weekend visitors 

leaving rubbish out until the 
Wednesday collection. 

Made Weds to enable coastal run for 
Monday or Tue when there‟s a public 
holiday. 

 

72 115-
116 

Simon Campbell No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
sealing of Te Muna Road.  

 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, but have 
assumed YES.  

 

 

73 117-

118 

Bruce Cole No Part 3 - E, C & C Development: 

Support Council‟s general approach for 
economic development.  Opposes local 
govt investment in commercial 
activities. 

 
Believes rural NZ is not successful at 
attracting industry to their areas for 
employment purposes and the focus 

Recommendation: 

This submission be passed to shared 
services committee as is cross 
boundary matter  
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should be on attracting people to live 
here. 

 
Suggests that SWDC work with 
Wairarapa Councils and DW to: 1. 
Attract Wellington families to live and 
spend here  2.  Attract people from Akl 
and Wgtn to retire here (opportunity 
for large retirement village operators)   

74 119 Ray Lilley No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

75a 120 Mr and Mrs de 
Groot 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Supports 
the improvements planned for roading 
in the area. 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, but have 
assumed YES. 

 

75b  Mr and Mrs de 
Groot 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
that Council address the lack of safe 

public walk-way access and provide 

footpaths on French, Weld and Roberts 
Street. 

Noted  

76 121-
122 

Hockey 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests $2,000 be provided to help 

ensure Wairarapa secures the hosting 
rights to two Black Sticks Women‟s test 
games in Oct 14. 

Recommendation 

This request be considered along with 

other funding requests 

 

77a 123 Bruce Congalton No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

77b  Bruce Congalton No Part 3 – Amenities:  Requests that 
easy pedestrian access from the 
Square to the new Hall complex is 

provided for. 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
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on the town hall project, and that if 
the project is approved the 

submission will be passed on to the 
MTHWG 

78a 124-
125 

Garrick Wells No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project. 

 

78b  Garrick Wells No Part 3 – Amenities:  Believes the 
final design of the Centre could be 
improved and that local talent should 
be involved in the design. 

Likes the playground concept. 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project and that if 
the project is approved this 
submission will be forwarded to the 
MTHWG 

 

79a 126-
127 

Pamela Wells No Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

79b  Pamela Wells No Part 3 – Amenities:  Believes more 
emphasis is needed on design of access 
and that the exterior look of the new 
extension is improved with more 
architectural style.  
Likes the playground concept. 

Officer to include and note for 
discussion at the Martinborough Town 
Hall Working Party Group. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that if 
the project is approved the 
submission will be forwarded to the 
MTHWG 

 

80 128 Wairarapa Sports 
Artificial Surface 

No Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Provides an update on replacement of 

WSAST is on track to deliver in the 
14/15 year and funds can continue to 
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Trust the artificial turf at Clareville stadium, 
stating the replacement is on track to 

commence by December 2014. 

be allocated as per the 12/22 
decision. 

12/22 LTP Decision:  WSAST are to be 
granted $10,000 in 13/14 and for the 
three years ($30,000 in total) tagged to 
the success of the project. 

Council agreed to continue with LTP 
decision, but to hold the funds until the 
14/15 year. 

Recommendation 

Thank WSAT for update and 
acknowledge funding has been set 
aside 

81a 129-

142 

Destination 

Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Supports the 

Proposed cycle trail development. 
Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycle trail project. 

 

81b  Destination 

Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 

the Council provide investment in 
infrastructure development in 

Wairarapa or greater Wellington which 
would help provide a rail service with 
more rail connectivity. 

Recommendation 

Council decline funding as this 

infrastructure is the responsibility of 
GWRC , advise will continue to lobby 
for better services 

 

81c  Destination 

Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 

Council provide funds in the AP to 
subsidise a weekend local bus service 
which meets all weekend trains and 
connects passengers with MBA and 
GTN 

Recommendation 

Council decline funding as bus 
services are the responsibility of 
GWRC, advise will continue to lobby 
for better services 

 

81d  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management:  
Requests that Council adjusts the 
District Plan to protect the integrity of 

the night environment. (Related to DW 
support of The Phoenix Astronomical 
Society‟s submission to the AP). 

District Plans are not used to set 
ambient limits on light spillage. 

However the DP does require 
consideration of light spillage to 
protect adjoining properties (although 
the night sky is also referenced) 
under the general amenity provisions 

through policy 19.3.2 GAV1. This 
policy flows through to DWR 21.1.11, 
which regulates glare and artificial 
light. It prescribes a maximum light 
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level of 8 lux (lumens per square 
meter) at 1.5m above ground at a 

site boundary. When assessing RC 
applications CL 22.1.17 requires 
artificial light to be assessed.  This 
assessment is directed toward effects 
on neighbouring sites, protection of 
the road network (safety), the 
justification for external lighting, 

hours of operation and methods to 

reduce the impact of the lighting.    

While activities on private properties 
can affect the amount of light spill to 
the environment, the most obvious 
light source in urban areas is street 

lighting. This is not regulated by the 
DP. To reduce street lighting is 
probably not a viable option due to 
likely community concerns about 
security. 

Recommendation 

That Destination Wairarapa be written 

to explaining the existing provisions 
contained in the DP to manage light 
and that no further action be taken. 

81e  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  
Encourages Council to do whatever is 
necessary to keep the Palliser Road to 

Cape Palliser Lighthouse open. 

Recommendation 

Submitter be advised that NZA have 
not made a final decision on SPR’s 

and SWDC is working with NZTA to 
achieve the best outcome possible  

 

81f  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3  – Amenities:  Supports 
Council‟s decision to provide for the 

development of a toilet block at the 

Ngawi Surf Point. 

Recommendation 

That submission is noted 

 

81g  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests an additional $5,000 for a 
proposed Cycling Festival to be 
facilitated and marketed by DW. 

Recommendation 

This application be considered along 
with other funding applications 

 

81h  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Acknowledges Council‟s financial 

Recommendation 

Council acknowledge submission and 
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contribution and asks that continued 
funding of the organisation be included 

to ensure the ongoing promotion of 
Wairarapa and ultimately maximise the 
economic benefits of tourism 

advise ongoing funding is the subject 
of a three year agreement in line with 

the LTP 

81i  Destination 
Wairarapa 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development – 
Regional Amenities Fund:  DW 
would encourage the Councils to 

collectively or separately use any 
budgeted amounts for the Regional 

Amenities Fund to instead support 
Wairarapa amenities and events.  DW 
is able to assist Council determine 
where a similar amenities fund‟s 

investment might give the greatest 
return to the Wairarapa and 
Wellington. 

Recommendation 

Submitter be advised SWDC does not 
contribute to RAF 

 

82a 143 Robert Petelin Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that if 
public assets are sold they are 
disposed of by public tender so that 

everybody gets a fair go to acquire the 
assets to be sold.   

Recommendation 

Acknowledge receipt of submission 

 

82b  Robert Petelin Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Requests 
that the footpath in Venice and Naples 
Streets between Broadway and Princes 

Street is repaired or reseal as it is in 
poor condition. 

Venice and Naples are not on the 
current repair list.  Refer to list of 
works. 

 

83 144-
145 

David Lawrence No Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposal for the Martinborough 
Town Hall. 
Congratulates the MTHWG for a useful 

proposal but believes the project is 
high risk and a separate building to 
combine facilities would be less risky.  

Queries whether the space provided for 
stakeholders is sufficient. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project.  

 

84 146-
206 

Sue Fox petition 
(signatures of 
549 people) 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposal for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 
Requests that SWDC decline to 
approve funding for the MTH project. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission and petition is noted and 
will be considered when making the 
decision on the town hall project. 
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85a 207-
216 

Perry Cameron Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Expresses 
concern at the lack of a business case 

for the use of the „land swap land‟ in 
Fstn. 
Requests business cases for the Town 
Square Development and the Menz 
Shed concept (incl. best site) are made 
available. 

Recommendation 

Advise submitter of outcome of 

meeting of 4 June 

 

85b  Perry Cameron Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Recommends 
engaging urban design expertise for 

Fstn Town Square Development. 
 
Submission included to Proposed Fstn 
Town Square development included as 

part of submission. 

Submission to Fstn Town Square 

development is No. 43 and was 
uploaded to the web with the other 
submissions (names removed). 

Recommendation 

Advise submitter of outcome of 

meeting of 4 June 

 

86 217-
219 

Wairarapa 
Balloon Society 
Inc. 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development: 
Requests  SWDC once again become a 
major sponsor of the Balloons over 
Wairarapa event and grant $7,500 for 
this purpose. 

Recommendation 

This request for funds be considered 
along with other funding requests 

 

87 220 Graeme 
Thomson 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 

proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

88 221 David Bull No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 
 
Recommends Council governance 
structure and staffing should be 

adjusted to help fulfil the goal of higher 

utilisation of the Town Hall. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that if 
the project is approved this 

submission will be passed on to 

MTHWG 

 

89 222 Winifred Bull Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 
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90 223 Jane Jackson No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

91 224 Rachel Bartlett No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre plan for fencing off the entire 
park 

Does not indicate support for/against 
the proposal, as the submission is 
about only one small aspect the 
submission has not been included in 

the count for/against. 

Recommendation  

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

92 225 JM Hogg No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre with one 
exception.  Does not support the sale 
of Huangarua Park. 

Included in count for „fors‟ as the park 
represents only $200k of the total 
proposal. 

Recommendation  

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

93 226 Di Martin No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

94 227 Elly Otty Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre 
 

Requests that the park is fully fenced, 
not just a younger children‟s area. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project, and that if 
the project is approved this 
submission will be passed on to 
MTHWG 

 

95 228 PJ Cole No Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposal for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre, 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
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specifically the sale of bequeathed 
land. 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

96a 229-
232 

Wim Julicher & 
Sue Darling 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Supports 
the proposal to provide funding for 
2km‟s of new seal per year. 

Noted  

96b  Wim Julicher & 

Sue Darling 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 

that the 2km is allocated to Te Muna 
Rd to carry on the project already 
started in previous budget years 

Recommendation: 

Suggest that arterial Rds such as 
Cape Palliser, white rock and Tora Rd 
are done first 

 

96c  Wim Julicher & 
Sue Darling 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Request 
that similar funding allowances be 
made in future budgets for seal 
extension of Te Muna Rd until the 
sealing project is completed from end 

to end 

Recommendation 

That submitter be advised seal 
extension programme will depend on 
available funding as does not attract 
NZTA funding 

 
 

 

97 233-
234 

Ian Campbell Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Notes the 
gravel on Te Muna Rd is in worse 
condition than 50 years ago. 
Requests advice on who decides where 
the proposed seal extension is 

allocated 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, have not 
allocated a category.  Seal extensions 
prioritised via I & S department and 
criteria e.g. traffic etc. 

 

98a 235-
241 

Helen Campbell Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Notes the 
poor state of gravel on Te Muna Rd and 
the increased traffic since 2013 
submissions. 

Prior correspondence and submissions 
included. 
Requests 

New maintenance Intervention 
Strategy to be implemented by Fulton 
Hogan regarding Unsealed 
maintenance  

 

98b  Helen Campbell Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
that Te Muna Rd receives 2km of seal 
and completes the seal to Craggy 

Range entrance as promised in 2008 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, have assumed 
YES. 

Recommendation: 

Suggest that arterial Rds such as 
cape Palliser, white rock and Tora Rd 
are done first.  

 

99a 242 Rosie 

Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Does not 

support the proposal for 2km seal. 
Requests that the allocated money be 
used to widen North Rd in Greytown. 
Requests a priority list for gravel road 

List of roads developed and requires 

listing by year.  

New maintenance Intervention 
Strategy to be implemented by Fulton 
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maintenance/sealing (?) is developed. Hogan regarding Unsealed 
maintenance. 

North street widening to be submitted 
to NZTA for funding approval in new 
land transport plan. 

99b  Rosie 
Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
cycleway proposal. 
Suggests linkages to Greytown in 

future years 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the cycleway project 

 

99c  Rosie 
Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests Council 
support for development of a BMX 
track and skate park centrally located 

in Greytown (suggests Sarah‟s Garden) 

Land has been made available for this 
in Pierce Street.  Sarah‟s Garden is 
part of Stella Bull Park which is 

covered by a management plan.  The 
present management plan 
emphasises the natural and historic 
features of the area and is not well-
suited to BMX/skate-park functions. 

 

99d  Rosie 

Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Suggests Council 

sell the Fstn land swap land to a 

developer and it is commercially driven 
and the Menz Shed is located 
elsewhere. 

Recommendation 

Advise submitter of 4 June council 

decision 

 

99e  Rosie 

Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests the Gtn 

Swimming Pool is retained and brought 
up to standard for cleaning, surfaces, 
heating and possibly community 
fundraising to have it covered. 

Cleanliness and water quality is being 

dealt with through major repairs to 
the skimmer system.  Resurfacing 
with fibreglass, as the best way to 
maintain the pool surface, will be 
carried out once a decision has been 
made about altering the length of the 
pool.  A solar heating system is being 

priced, and arrangements being made 

for a pool cover.  While the 
community maybe be able to raise 
funds to have pool covered and made 
into a year-round facility, the ongoing 
costs of operating the pool year-round 
are unlikely to be able to be met from 

ratepayer funding and admission 
charges. 
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99f  Rosie 
Montgomerie 

No Part 3 – Water Supply: Suggests 
that all new houses be required to have 

their own water tanks for garden and 
car cleaning use in the summer. 

This has been discussed previously 
and is difficult to enforce, and will add 

a significant cost to each house. 
There is some guidance being 
developed on this matter. 

 

100a 243-
253 

South Wairarapa 
Biodiversity 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Thanks Council 
for riparian planting along lake edge, 
wastewater treatment area, restorative 

works at Okorewa Lagoon and beach 

cleans. 

Noted  

100b  South Wairarapa 
Biodiversity 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Lake Ferry 
Wastewater treatment, wetland 
planting project: Requests that 

Council provide funding of $4,650 to 
complete stage 2 & stage 3 of the 
planting project as outlined in the 
submission and undertake to consider 
stage 4 as part of the 15/25 LTP.  

Stage 1 was consent condition of Lake 
Ferry wastewater scheme.  Stage 2 is  
not part of the consent and any 

funding allocation will be a direct 
impact on rates. 

 

 

100c  South Wairarapa 

Biodiversity 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Extension of 

Onoke riparian planting to lake 
access reserve: Requests that Council 

provide funding of $6,200 to complete 
stage 1 project as outlined in the 
submission and undertake to consider 
stage 2 as part of the 15/25 LTP.  

Any additional funding will have a 

direct impact on rates 

 

100d  South Wairarapa 
Biodiversity 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management:  
Recommends that Council initiate 
community consultation on best public 
use of the Lake Ferry reserve land to 
establish a vision, goals and long term 
objectives 

It is unclear whether this submission 
relates solely to Council owned 
reserves at Lake Ferry. This response 
assumes it does. Council adopted the 
Coastal Reserves Management Plan in 
July last year. The development of 

this plan involved wide consultation 
on, amongst other reserves along the 

coast, the Lake Ferry Reserve areas.  
In concluding that process, the 
decision of Council was that “no 
further development is planned for 
these (Lake Ferry) reserves” (P78- CL 

3.10.1 of the CRMP). The plan (CL 
2.16.2) does however indicate that 
Council will encourage initiatives for 
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biodiversity enhancement and 
restoration being undertaken by 

interested groups. It also sets out 
Council‟s ongoing approach to 
maintenance and general protection 
of the reserve and the general 
development work that it would 
encourage groups to focus on.  

Recommendation  

Council write and advise the Group 
that it does not intend to develop a 
further plan for the reserve as the 
current plan has only very recently 
been adopted and already provides an 
adequate development framework for 

the Lake Ferry reserve. 

100e  South Wairarapa 
Biodiversity 
Group 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
Council commit infrastructure funding 
to repair and maintain the existing 
road access to Okorewa Lagoon (and 
the Palliser Coast) and commit further 

to create and maintain a carpark area 
– in collaboration with all relevant 
parties. 

Discussion to be held with relevant 
parties and costs from new Contractor 
Fulton Hogan to maintain. 

Once costs known, report to Council 
for approval. 

FAR and One Network Road 
classification will place significant 
stress on road budgets  

 

101 254 WJ and EE 
Higginson 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Notes 
suggestions for improving the plan for 

the Martinborough Town 
Hall/Community Centre. 
Does not support the sale of 
Huangarua Park 
Does not support moving the toilets. 

Is not clear whether the submission is 
for or against the proposal, however 

after speaking with submitter have 
counted as a NO. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project, and that if 

the project is approved this 
submission will be passed on to 
MTHWG 

 

102 255 DR Harris No Part 3 – Amenities: Notes 
suggestions for improving the plan for 
the Martinborough Town 

Is not clear whether the submission is 
for or against the proposal but have 
assumed YES as only minor concerns. 
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Hall/Community Centre. 
Does not support moving the toilets. 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that if 
the project is approved the 
submission will be passed on the to 
town hall working group. 

103a 256-

263 

Trails Wairarapa 

Trust 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Requests 

that Council enhance cyclist safety, 

facilities and business opportunities 
along the NZCT expansion routes 
(lower speed limits, wider road 
margins, increased signage, rest area 
improvements) 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge the submission and 

advise of the proposed cycle trail from 
Cross Creek to Featherston. Council 
will consider proposals for economic 
development including the future 
development of the cycle trails 

 

103b  Trails Wairarapa 
Trust 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Encourage 
Council to seal Te Muna Road to 
complete a cycle loop. 
Request that Council work with Fulton 
Hogan to make them aware of the 
most cyclist used routes and consider 

wide verges, share the road signage, 

safe bridge crossings and cycle friendly 
surfaces where possible. 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, have assumed 
YES. 

This will be discussed with FH as part 
of their safety plans 

 

103c  Trails Wairarapa 
Trust 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  
Supports Council‟s cycleway proposal. 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

103e  Trails Wairarapa 
Trust 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests Council 
be aware of and encourage and 
support the continuing work it is doing 
to develop new trails in the Wairarapa, 

in particular the Underhill Trail and 

Ruamahanga Trail (detailed information 
about how they are proceeding 
included in submission). 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

103f  Trails Wairarapa 

Trust 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport Supports 

traffic calming methods on busy streets 
and good signage.  Supports more 
cycling to school and work places and 
cycle/walk ways as part of new 

Traffic calming devices have been 

trailed to little success.  

Have advocated previously to NZTA 
for greater cycling provisions and will 
continue to do so. 
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subdivisions. 
 

Requests Council promote cycle safety 
to NZTA for the Waihenga bridge.  

103e  Trails Wairarapa 
Trust 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Advises that TWT wishes to strengthen 
this part of their agenda and wish to fit 
in with SWDC, WDHB and Regional 

Public Health in this resolve. 

Noted  

104a 264-
267 

Wairarapa 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 1 – Community Outcomes:  
Would like to work with Council to 
ensure that Community Outcomes are 
achieved. 

Believes that the only economic 
development currently being completed 
in the region is tourism. 

GWRC collects circa $500K from the 
region for economic development, 
suggest WCOC lobby directly to 
GWRC for a share of these funds to 

be set aside for investment in 
Wairarapa projects. It is noted all 
three Wairarapa TA‟s are investing 
directly in economic development 

 

104b  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 

Commerce 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests  that Council fund project in 

the area of „local‟ economic 
development (i.e. information booklets 

about Wairarapa available for 
businesses). 
Requests Council ensure development 
and growth does not become a burden 

to business that they seek alternative 
locations outside the region. 

Any additional costs will be borne by 
the ratepaying community, including 

businesses. Businesses should 
actually benefit from any initiatives 

and therefore on a cost benefit basis 
should be prepared to contribute. 
Happy to discuss concept though. 

 

104c  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 3 - General:  Concerned about 
rates increases for 
industrial/commercial businesses on 
top of other increases businesses have 

to cover.   

Noted, rates increases are kept to a 
minimum 

 

104d  Wairarapa 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Would like 

to see transport links improved. 
Supports the proposal to carry out 2km 
of seal extension.   

Submission noted  

104e  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests that the Wairarapa Councils 
work together to encourage Council 
funded community organisations not to 
work in silos and for these 

Recommend transfer this request to 
shared services working party 
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organisations to collaborate and not 
duplicate work.   

104f  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests that Council allow growth and 
economic wellbeing through ensuring 
closer relationships with the business 
community, greater communication 
and better understanding of the 

constraints many businesses have.   
WCoC Would like to work with Council 

to achieve interactive and transparent 
policy decisions and implement 
effective economic development. 

Noted and happy to discuss initiatives 
with WCOC 

 

104g  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests that $60,000 be placed in an 
economic development fund that can 
be accessed by organisations to 
complete agreed projects on economic 
development. 

Grants can be applied for as the year 
progresses, new ideas can be put 
forward as they arise. Recommend 
reject this request, and request a 
detailed proposal be submitted to 
next year‟s LTP. Suggest Chamber 
lobby GWRC for a share of the 

economic development rates that 

they collect be set aside for direct 
investment in Wairarapa 

 

104h  Wairarapa 
Chamber of 

Commerce 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests a meeting with Crs to ensure 

input into Wairarapa Business Forum -
Draft Economic Development Strategy 

Noted  

105 268 Cobblestones 
Museum 

Yes Part 3 - E, C & C Development:  
Requests Council continues to support 
Cobblestones Museum with the rates 
remission. 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and advise 
there are no plans to change 
remissions policies. These will be next 

considered as part of the LTP 

 

106a 269-
270 

Sarah and Phillip 
Percy 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Supports 

Council‟s goals and principle objectives 
in Section 3 – particularly for 
footpaths. 

Suggests amended wording for section 
4 introduction to “Footpaths and 
pedestrian crossing points are 
established and kept in a safe and 
useable condition to separate 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and advise 
comments will be considered when 
preparing the next footpath plan, 

which will be consulted with 
community boards 

 

As per plan this year new 3 year plan 
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pedestrians from other road users and 
provide foot access to properties and 

community facilities such as schools.” 

will be consulted on in LTP process.  

106b  Sarah and Phillip 
Percy 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
an additional bullet point “All urban 
streets within two blocks of Mba School 
have a footpath on at least one side 
and safe street crossing points” 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and advise 
comments will be considered when 
preparing the next footpath plan, 
which will be consulted with 

community boards 

 

106c  Sarah and Phillip 
Percy 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
an additional performance indicator 
saying ‟footpaths and safe crossing 
points on all streets within two blocks 

of primary schools‟ with a 100% 
performance target from the 2014/15 
year onwards. 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and advise 
comments will be considered when 
preparing the next footpath plan, 

which will be consulted with 
community boards, and that the 
current performance targets will not 
be altered 

 

106d  Sarah and Phillip 
Percy 

No Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests 
additional budget allocated to achieve 

the above changes and to provide a 

footpath in Roberts Street and extends 
it along Grey Street. 
Requests a footpath along Weld Street 
to connect to new Roberts Street 
footpath 

Current footpath plan has one year to 
run, new 3 year plan will be consulted 

on in LTP process.   

 

106e  Sarah and Phillip 
Percy 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

107 271-

272 

Wendy 

Rozenberg 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests toilets 
be placed at the top of the Rimutaka 

Hill 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that Council 
does not own this land and is not in a 
position to support the submission. 

 

108a 273-
285 

Marc Van De Loo No Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Submission on the Featherston Town 
Centre.   
Requests answers to a number of 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised of the 
decision of the 4 June council 
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questions from a District Plan 
perspective 

meeting. 

108b  Marc Van De Loo No Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Provides 3 options for the development 
of the Featherston Town Centre 
development. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised of the 
decision of the 4 June council meeting 

 

108c  Marc Van De Loo No Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Requests Council delay its decision on 
a permanent location for the Menz 

Shed and a town square.  Asks that the 
whole of the area which includes 
Fitzherbert St and Clifford Square be 
considered. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised of the 
decision of the 4 June council meeting 

 

109a 286-
288 

Bruce Farley Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Greytown 
Skatepark - Suggests that 
Cotter/Pierce Street is an inappropriate 
location for any youth facility. 
Suggests development of a skatepark 
is in public view and conveniently 

located (preferably next to other busy 
public facilities) 
Suggests a temporary modular facility 

be provided in a short term location 
with a view to moving to an ideal spot 
in the future. 

Advises Lions would support the right 
project financially. 

Recommendation 

Acknowledge submission and consider 
as part of this annual plan process. 
Advise land had already been 
identified and this was deemed not 
suitable 

 

109b  Bruce Farley Yes Part 3 – Resource Management:  
Requests a structured subdivision 
approach for Greytown development 
and future development is provided 

for. 

Council has resolved to develop a 
structure plan for new residential 
areas within Greytown. Initial funding 
has been provided for consultants to 

assist Council with this work in the 
Resource Management budget in the 

2014-15 year. As a contract brief for 
this work is yet to be developed, a 
commencement date has not been set 
at this time. However this work 
should commence before the end of 

this year.  

Recommendation  

That Council advise Mr Farley funding 
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has been allocated to enable the 
development of a structure plan for 

new residential development areas in 
Greytown and that this work should 
commence prior to the end of the 
year. 

110a 289 Emma McCleary No Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed plan for the 

Martinborough Town Hall/Community 

Centre 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

110b  Emma McCleary No Part 3 – Land Transport: Supports 
the proposed cycleway project. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

110c  Emma McCleary No Part 3 –Water Supply: Supports the 
proposed expenditure on improving the 
water supply to the three main towns. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on water supply expenditure 

 

111a 290 Liam Knight No Part 3 –Governance: Does not agree 
with the extra $50k budgeted 
operational expenditure over the 

predicted LTP budget (pg 25) 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and advise that 

$20K of this increase could not be 
avoided due to the by election and 
$19 K is due to the depreciation 
charge for a new vehicle  

 

111b  Liam Knight No Part 3 –Waste Water: Does not 
agree with the performance metrics.  

Believes aspirations should be higher 

over a 10 year period from 2005. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and the capital 
flows are based around ratepayer 
affordability. The aspirations are for 
100% out of land, constrained by 
funding availability. 

 

112 291 Robert Carter No Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed plan for the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
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Centre. 
Supports $900k for earthquake 

strengthening only 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

113a 292-
293 

Lee Carter Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed plan for the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre. 
Supports $900k for earthquake 

strengthening only 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

113b  Lee Carter Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
work on the Anzac Hall for the 2016 
anniversary. 
Requests that the Hall is painted and 

the walkways around the outside are 
resealed. 
Requests that the toilets are 
refurbished in Kiwi Hall 

Planning is funding away, and a 
funding application will be made to 
WW100 this year. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that 
significant work is planned to be 
completed prior to the centenary 

 

113c  Lee Carter Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the new 
cemetery development at Featherston 

 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the cemetery development project 

 

113d  Lee Carter Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed cycleway project. 

 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycle trail project 

 

113e  Lee Carter Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Requests a 
concrete footpath on the grass area of 
walkway to the station on Johnstone 

Street between Fox and Bell Street. 

Requests that 2 street lights are 
installed along the path. 

A hard surface footpath has now been 
installed along this walkway.  Request 
for lighting noted and to be 

considered 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that a hard 
surface footpath has been installed. 
The street lighting request will be 

considered within existing budgets 

 

114 294 Margaret Cole No Part 3 – Solid Waste Management:  
Requests that the solid waste 

Recommendation  
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management contract be altered to 
allow a skip within the gated area of 

the Greytown Transfer Station for use 
by locals with no rubbish collection 
(who purchase suitable bags). 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and it is not 

intended to provide a skip at each 
transfer station due to the significant 
increased cost of managing this 
process. 

115a 295-
296 

Martinborough 
Business 

Association 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

 
Expresses concern about the proposal 
to move the iSITE to the Centre and 
the need of MTHWG to engage with 
Destination Wairarapa to tourism 

businesses to ensure it is a better 
proposition than current or alternative 
location. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. If the project 
is approved this submission will be 
passed on to the MTHWG for 
consideration and note that Council is 

already in discussions with DW 

 

115b  Martinborough 
Business 
Association 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Support investigations and research 
into sustainable irrigation projects in 

the Wairarapa. 

Requests Council (before investing or 
supporting such projects) undertakes 
independent economic investigations to 
support objective decision-making, and 
obtains a clear mandate from the 

community. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that GWRC 

are managing this process, and that 

this submission will be passed on to 
GWRC. 

 

115c  Martinborough 
Business 
Association 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Support the 
actions taken to help the NZ Cycle Trail 
and request that Council assist by 
providing cycle signage, furniture and 
information. 

 

Not clear whether the proposed 
cycleway is supported; have not 
included in Yes or No. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and that Council 

is already involved in the placement 
and maintenance of cycleway signs in 
association with the wellington cycle 
loop. Note also the draft plan also 
proposes to construct a cycleway 
from Cross Creek to Featherston. 

 

115d  Martinborough Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Support the 
funding of Destination Wairarapa. 

Recommendation  
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Business 
Association 

 The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that DW 

funding is set three yearly and this 
will be reconsidered during the next 
LTP due for adoption in 2015 

115e  Martinborough 
Business 
Association 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Encourage Council to advocate for 
rapid and affordable access to high 

speed broadband services. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and council will 

lobby as able. Council would be keen 

to support any business association 
submission made on this matter and 
would request a copy of that 
submission. 

 

115f  Martinborough 
Business 
Association 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Requests continued involvement in 
consultation in the preparation of 
Reserves Management and 
Development Plans. 

Reserves within the Martinborough 
area are already covered by RMP‟s 
and no further work is planned until a 
review is required to be undertaken. 
When a review is required the 
Association will be consulted as 
requested.  

Recommendation 

The Association be advised that they 
will be included in the list of parties to 
be consulted when existing RMP’s 
within the Martinborough area come 
up for review. 

 

115g  Martinborough 
Business 
Association 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Request Council work to reinstate the 
Sunday bus service between Fstn and 
Mba. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that the bus 
service is the responsibility of GWRC, 
and that this request will be passed 
on to GWRC, along with our support 

of the initiative. 

 

116a 297-
299 

Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 
Notes that the MTHWG need to ensure 
the iSITE is properly signposted and 

ensure that relocation is not 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that if 

the project is approved this 
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detrimental to the objectives of DW 
and local tourism operators. 

submission will be passed on to the 
MTHWG for their consideration 

116b  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Governance: Support the 
continued development of shared 
services where cost savings can be 
achieved without prejudice to SW 
residents. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that there is 
willingness by the three TA’s to 
continue to explore ways to work 
together. 

 

116c  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Governance: Support the 

on-going investigation and research 
into sustainable irrigation projects in 
the Wairarapa. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that GWRC 
are managing this process, and that 
this submission will be passed on to 

GWRC. 

 

116d  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: Asks 
what can be done to roll out UFB within 
the urban boundary or have wireless 
options explored. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that Council 
is only in a position to lobby the 
suppliers for UFB across the district. 

 

116e  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Support the funding of Destination 
Wairarapa. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that DW 
funding is set three yearly and this 
will be reconsidered during the next 

LTP due for adoption in 2015 

 

116f  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Appreciate ongoing Council support 
that Council provides for events. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted. 

 

116g  Martinborough 

Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that 

Considine Park be added to the list of 

Mba public amenities that are owned 
and maintained by Council. 

Will update document 

 

 

 

116h  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Request that 
Council arrange for hedge outside the 

Mba pool be trimmed and added to the 
schedule to be checked annually. 
Request that the notable trees on the 
holiday park continue to be checked 

Will be done as routine works  
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annually by a qualified arborist. 

116i  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that 
two mature pine trees on Considine 
Park be removed as per the 
Development Plan. 

Will be done as routine works once 
evaluated 

 

116j  Martinborough 

Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Support Council‟s 

approach to coastal camping and would 
like to continue to be consulted on 
changes to freedom camping rules and 

facilities wherever possible. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that public 
consultation will continue on freedom 

camping rules If changes are 
necessary 

 

116k  Martinborough 

Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 

proposed cycleway project. 
The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project  

 

116l  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Request 
that Council investigate all options for 
improving safety at the intersection of 

Kitchener and Princess Streets 
including the investigation of traffic 

islands with give way signs in the 
middle of the intersection. 

Have discussed with NZTA and not on 
their current works list. Will re-
advocate during further meetings. 

 

116m  Martinborough 

Camping 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 

Request that Council work to reinstate 
a bus service between Featherston and 
Martinborough. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that the bus 
service is the responsibility of GWRC, 
and that this request will be passed 
on to GWRC, along with our support 
of the initiative 

 

116n  Martinborough 
Camping 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Request 
that Council allocate additional funds to 
footpath repairs and renewals to 

improve the quality and safety of the 
footpath network. 
Note repairs are needed on Venice 

Street between Princess and Broadway. 

Will review Venice St, currently 
renewals planned on Oxford St. 

 

117a 300-
301 

Emily Greenberg Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed plan for the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
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Accepts that Council has pledged 
$900k for earthquake strengthening 

only 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

117b  Emily Greenberg Yes Part 3 – General: Requests that the 
Annual Plan highlight (on pg 5) that 
there is an anticipated need to borrow 
a significant amount of money to 
upgrade Council‟s core service of 

wastewater collection and treatment 
and that this is a change from $17M (in 

the 12/22 LTP) to $34M.   

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that there 
has been significant discussion around 
this project and that the cost has 

been well documented. Note that 

Councils overall plan has not changed 
(discharge to land) however the 
increase is due mainly to land 
purchase rather than leasing which 
really only shifts the cost from 

operational expenditure to capital 
expenditure. 

 

117c  Emily Greenberg Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed cycleway project. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the cycleway project 

 

117d  Emily Greenberg Yes Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Requests $30k be allocated to ensure 
an experienced professional is made 
available to plan and guide the 

consultation on the Featherston Town 
Centre. 

Council already has allocated some 
consultancy funds for reviewing what 
is required to be done in our 
townships generally and in their 

commercial centres to facilitate 
growth. However the form, priorities, 
and scope of that work have not been 
determined. At this stage no 
additional funds are required. 
Significant sum has been expended 
previously on Featherston town centre 

type plan and these should be 
revisited first. 

Recommendation 

That Emily Greenberg be written to 
and advised that while Council intends 
to review how our townships are 
developing (this including the town 

centres), until a brief is designed and 
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agreed, it would be premature to be 
allocating additional funds. 

118 302 Helen Hickson, 
MBA Toy Library 

 Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

119 303 William Ryle No Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed plan for the 

Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre, specifically the money spent on 
earthquake strengthening of the Hall.  
Would rather see a replacement 

building built. 
 
Suggest money is instead invested in 
Featherston on the vacant lot on 
Fiztherbert Street. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

Note that if the funds are not used for 

the town hall project this does not 
actually make any funds available and 
this would be a separate funding 
decision 

 

120 304-

305 

Nifo Ili No Part 3 – Amenities: Suggests that 

the questions should not be what 
Featherston wants on the vacant site 

but what is the best place in town for 
what we want to see. 
Suggests 2000 square metres of empty 
commercial zoned land in its main 

street is too much. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised of the 

outcome of the 4 June meeting on 
this subject 

 

121a 306-
308 

Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed cycleway project. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

121b  Tim Beal (plus 6 

Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Land Transport: Requests 

that the 70kmh speed limit is moved 
back up the hill to beyond the reserve 
on SH2 and then 50kmh from the 
reserve. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that this area 
is a state highway and that the 
request will be passed on to LTNZ 

At the next liaison meeting. 

 

121c  Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 

No Part 3 – Land Transport: Propose the 
above principle is applied to the 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
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residents) Greytown approach also. submission is noted and that this area 
is a state highway and that the 

request will be passed on to LTNZ 

At the next liaison meeting 

121d  Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Land Transport: Request 
that Council implement its policy of 
ensuring that all roads have at least 
one footpath and that this is kept clear 

of obstruction. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and that this is 
already current council policy, noting 

that footpath repair will be the focus 

for this year 

 

121e  Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Public Protection: Suggest 
the problem of dog litter could be 
reduced by providing more dog poo 

stands with bags. 

Council provides bins for dog waste 
and bags for picking up dog litter with 
at the formal off lead dog exercise 

areas it has established. To extend 
these facilities beyond these sites 
would be an expensive process, 
although it could be done. Under the 
bylaw and dog control policy of 
Council it is an owner responsibility to 
clean up dog litter and this is enforced 

by staff as appropriate.  

This matter is really no different to 
managing other rubbish. Council does 
not provide bins for rubbish 
throughout the district; it simply 
targets particular public areas for this 

service (our commercial centres). This 
is akin to what is presently done for 
dogs.  

Recommendation 

That Mr Beal (and 6 others) be 
written to advising that Council 

already provides bins and bags in 

accord with its Dog Control Policy at 
appropriate locations and will not be 
providing these facilities to other 
areas due to cost. 

 

121f  Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 

No Part 3 – Storm Water Drainage: 
Expresses concern at flood erosion 

from Abbots Creek to adjacent 

Being investigated post last storm  
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residents) properties (7 Hart St). 

121g  Tim Beal (plus 6 
Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Storm Water Drainage: 
Expresses safety concern at uncovered 
storm water drains along Brandon 
Street 

Covering drains presents major 
flooding issues and greater pipe 
capacity required over the whole 
network. 

 

121h  Tim Beal (plus 6 

Hart St 
residents) 

No Part 3 – Public Protection: Notes 

encouraging signs of rehabilitation of 
Featherston town centre. 
Expresses concern about derelict 

building in the main street. 

Council received a report on this issue 

at its April 2014 meeting. The report 
found that current legislative 
provisions do not allow Council to 

effectively intervene on such matters. 
Council did wish to further investigate 
whether the RMA could be used to 
resolve the problem. 

 In addition a letter (with an attached 
report) from Rotorua District Council 
has recently been forwarded to 
Council seeking support for legislative 
changes to be made by Government 
for the same reason. This reinforces 
the fact that it is a national problem 

which needs a national solution.  

Both these documents are available 
on Council‟s website.  

Recommendation 

That a letter be forwarded to Mr Beal 
and 6 others advising them of the 

availability of the reports, Council’s 
April resolution to further investigate 
options under the RMA (to seek legal 
advice) and that no further action be 
taken. 

 

122a 309-

310 

Toi Wairarapa Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 

Request funding for 1.5TFE as per the 
ACH strategy funded on a per capita 
basis and jointly agreed between the 
Wairarapa councils. 
($14,292) 

This was discussed at the combined 

council forum, any increase in funding 
will have a direct impact on the level 
of rates 

 

122b  Toi Wairarapa Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 

Request that the review of the strategy 
be stopped and that Toi Wairarapa 

Recommend agree, a high level 

review of the strategy indicates it is 
still sound and a survey would be a 
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undertake a sector-wide survey 
instead. 

better use of funs 

122c  Toi Wairarapa Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Request that the $5,000 granted in 
13/14 AP for a strategy review 
contributes to the per capita 
contribution sought to form part of the 
14/15 grant.  

any increase in funding will have a 
direct impact on the level of rates, 
refer funding table below 

 

122d  Toi Wairarapa Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 

Requests $9,282 to meet the minimum 
proposed per capita rate of $1.50 
($14,292 less $5k allocated for 
strategy 13/14 not utilised). 

any increase in funding will have a 

direct impact on the level of rates 
refer funding table below 

 

123a 311 Elizabeth 
Stevens 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project. 

 

123b  Elizabeth 
Stevens 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed cycleway project. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

124 312-
313 

Catherine 
Mitchell 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Requests 
that Te Muna Road is sealed. 
Notes road widening and additional 
signage haven‟t been undertaken as 
advised following 13/14 AP. 
Includes 13/14 submission and other 
supporting information. 

Unclear whether submitter supports 
the 2km seal proposal, have assumed 
YES. 

 

125a 315 Rupert Watson No Part 3 – Amenities: Believes the 
Communication of the MTH projection 

has not been done well and that it 
should be region wide not just confined 
to MBA residents. 

Not enough information to determine 
whether submitter supports the 

proposal (or not).  Haven‟t 
categorised. 

 

125b  Rupert Watson No Part 3 – Amenities: Proposes Crs, 
CB‟s and interest groups work together 
to identify how each town can be 
helped with a mixture of local and 
regional resources to achieve gains 

Regional issues are not able to be 
funded by Local Authorities, GWRC is 
the only regional body with the power 
to rate across territorial local 
authority boundaries. There is some 
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locally that contribute regionally to the 
agreed strategic goal of making the 

region an attractive place to live. 

initiative to have a regional “spatial 
plan” being coordinated by GWRC, 

and sporting facilities by Sport 
Wellington. 

126 316 Kiri and James 
Elworthy 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

127a 317-
318 

FCB Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests 
CCTV/Security cameras be budgeted 
for placement in Featherston. 

Budget estimate of additional 
$50,000.  

 

127b  FCB Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests Council 
retain the Town Centre funds in its 
budget. 

Recommendation 

Advise submitter of outcome of 4 
June meeting 

 

127c  FCB Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests Council 
not take any immediate action over the 
proposed Featherston Town Square 

until more public consultation takes 
place and the FCB has had an 

opportunity to evaluate feedback from 
the consultation. 

Recommendation 

Advise submitter of outcome of 4 
June meeting 

 

127d  FCB Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 

work planned for the Anzac Hall for the 
2016 anniversary.   
Requests that the Hall is painted and 
the walkways around the outside are 
resealed. 
Requests general beautifying of the 
Hall internally and externally. 

Planning for these and other works is 

under way, with the intention of 
completely the work before the Hall‟s 
centenary in 2016.  A funding 
application will be made to WW100 
this year. 

 

128 319-
322 

Wairarapa 
Healthy Homes 

No Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests continued funding of $12,000 

for the 14/15 year. 

Allocated $12,000 in 2013/14  

129 323 Pam Colenso, 

MBA Community 
Patrol 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests 

CCTV/Security cameras be budgeted 
for placement in Martinborough 
(Kitchener Street, Jellicoe Street and 
the Square) 
Suggests at $20k budget be provided 
for and that the Community Patrol 

Not as much of a priority as 

Featherston.  $10-20K would provide 
for a modest system, although not for 
a connection directly to Masterton 
police. 

Recommendation 
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canvas businesses for a contribution to 
the balance. 

Advise that a full needs analysis for 
security surveillance systems in the 

south Wairarapa will be carried out by 
officers over the next year, and that 
the submitter and her organisation 
will be consulted. 

130 324 Pam and Ted 
Colenso 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

131 325-
333 

Enviroschools Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests $10,500 to be able to 

advance a stronger, more progressive 
regional approach to the Enviroschools 
Programme in the Wgtn region. 
Thanks Council for previous support. 

Allocated $9k in 13/14 year  

132a 334-
336 

Tom Halliburton Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed cycleway project. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 

submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
on the cycleway project 

 

132b  Tom Halliburton Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that 
information or an info booth is located 

near the junction with Western Lake Rd 
and SH2 to give cycle tourists info on 
the road and the Rimutaka Incline Rail 
Trail. 

Can be considered as part of the 
Cross Creek to Featherston cycleway 

project 

 

132c  Tom Halliburton Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Notes that 
Hinakura should have re-built with a 

wider verge for cyclist‟s safety. 
Requests remedial work on Hinakura 

Rd for safety purposes. 
Requests the slope on the side of 
drainage ditch be reduced to enable a 
wider verge. 

Works done to standard design.  
Understand the issues with cyclists 

using the roadway but works not 
recommended. 

 

133a 337-
339 

Philippa Broom No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 
Does not agree with the proposed 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
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development of the adjacent park 
facility due to lack of space and 

because having park facilities next to 
Pukemanu and health centre is not 
appropriate. 

on the town hall project, if the project 
is approved submission will be passed 

on the town hall working group 

133b  Philippa Broom No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests Council 
consider creating an active community 
facility centre which is separate from 

our cultural community facility centre 
in the Square possibly located in 

Considine Park. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the Martinborough town hall 
project 

 

134a 340-
341 

Sharon van de 
Weyer 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Expresses frustration at lack of 

progress and vision for Featherston 
and of the derelict buildings and 
requests something be added to the 
plan to address these issues. 

Council received a report on this issue 
at its April 2014 meeting. The report 

found that current legislative 
provisions do not allow Council to 
effectively intervene on such matters. 
Council did wish to further investigate 
whether the RMA could be used to 
resolve the problem. 

 In addition a letter (with an attached 

report) from Rotorua District Council 

has recently been forwarded to 
Council seeking support for legislative 
changes to be made by Government 
for the same reason. This reinforces 
the fact that it is a national problem 

which needs a national solution.  

Both these documents are available 
on Council‟s website.  

Recommendation 

That a letter be forwarded to Sharon 
van de Weyer advising of the 

availability of the reports, Council’s 

April resolution to further investigate 
options under the RMA (to seek legal 
advice) and that no further action be 
taken. 

 

134b  Sharon van de 
Weyer 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the development of another park in the 

centre of Featherston when other parks 

Noted  
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need upgrading. 

134c  Sharon van de 
Weyer 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposed Martinborough Town 
Hall/Community Centre due to the 
large amount of money required and 
believes it better for it to contribute to 
waste water management  

Noted, will consider submission when 

considering TH proposal. Funding 

policy makes it difficult to transfer 

revenue from sale of land to WW 

project as “exacerbator pays” 

principal applies  

 

134c  Sharon van de 

Weyer 

Yes Part 3 – General: Would like 

transparency on what Council has 
spent on the 3 towns in the last 5-10 
years.  

Most operational budgets are district 

wide and difficult to split $ for $ by 

town. Contacts are generally lump 

sum – pay a set fee for a combined 

output across the three towns. 

 

135a 343-
353 

Featherston 
Community 
Centre 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Suggests that the Fstn Community 
Centre helps Council achieve local 
public services as described on pg 32. 

Acknowledges Council contribution 
towards building consent fee and rates 
relief. 

Noted  

135b  Featherston 
Community 
Centre 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests that the AP acknowledge 
support to the Centre in Section 5, 

projects for 14/15 on pg 32 as follows: 
“Continued support to the facilities of 
the FCC” 

Recommend reject this proposal as 
SWDC does not provide grant funding 
to FCC 

 

135c  Featherston 
Community 

Centre 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests financial support to recognise 

the Centre‟s contribution to the 
community.  Such support could be in 
form of a contribution towards building 
maintenance and operational costs. 

No amount stated, any additional 
funding will be an impact on rates. 

Suggest seek funding from FCB. Rates 
relief already provided 

 

135d  Featherston 
Community 

Centre 

Yes Part 3 – General: Requests Council 
meet with the FCC Board to explore 

ways to strengthen the relationship 
and meet the needs of the community. 

Officers happy to meet as per any 

community group. 

 

136 354 Lia Wood No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed plan for the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 
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on the town hall project 

137a 355-
360 

Greytown 
Swimming Club 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
proposed capital works planned for the 
Greytown Memorial Baths. 
Notes the outcome from a stakeholders 
meeting on 23 April 2014 attended by 
Council, City Care, Gtn Trustlands, Gtn 
Swimming Club and Gtn School was for 

support to Council‟s capital 

commitment but the need to  „get it 
right‟.   
Support from Sport NZ also received 
(see attachment to submission) 

Noted  

137b  Greytown 
Swimming Club 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests the 
installation of a concrete block false 
wall and then backfilled to shorten the 
pool to 25m. 
Notes that by fibreglassing the pool at 
30.4m Council would be investing in a 
facility that is already failing to meet 

the needs of its frequent users.  It is a 

1 in 15 year opportunity to get it right 
at little if any capital cost while 
reducing annual operating costs. 

Engineer‟s report has been 
commissioned on shortening the pool.  
Plans to fibreglass the pool are on 
hold until the report is received and a 
decision is made about shortening the 
pool.  To shorten the pool we would 
require additional $50 – 200k 

depending on pricing of different 

options. 

 

 

137c  Greytown 

Swimming Club 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests the 

pool temperature of Gtn Pool be raised 
and suggests pool covers be 
purchased. 
Offers support to Council if Council 
agree to reduce the pool length to 25m 
by: 
1. Investing in diving blocks for each 

lane. 

2. Working with Council to help 
secure funding for covers and 
heating options via Gtn Trustlands 
Trust. 

Pricing is being sought for pool covers 

and heating options.  The Club‟s 
willingness to work with Council and 
to invest in diving blocks and seek 
funding from additional sources is 
noted. 

 

137d  Greytown 

Swimming Club 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Suggests 

amenities such as a drinking fountain, 
vending machine and a permanent gas 
BBQ are purchased for the Pool to 
make it attractive to families. 

Noted, and will be priced. Any 

expenditure over existing budgets will 
be an impact on rates 
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138a 361-
362 

Greytown District 
Trust Lands 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Generally supports initiatives aimed at 

enhancing economic development 
including DW funding.  Expresses 
concern that SW appears to be reliant 
on the Wgtn Regional Strategy and be 
a follower rather than a leader. 

SWDC does not contribute to the 
WRS, and in general terms has very 

little funds to direct into business 
development. It is noted that this 
draft annual plan has a significant 
number of initiatives that will promote 
business development including 
Martinborough town hall, Featherston 
cycle way, and the proposed 

Featherston town centre 
development, among other initiatives. 
Historically economic development 
had been undertaken by Grow 
Wellington and other agencies, 
however there has been limited or no 

visible benefit seen for the 
considerable amount that GWRC 
collect in rates – which is why SWDC 
are investing directly into projects 
that will provide some  economic 
benefit 

 

138b  Greytown District 
Trust Lands 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Notes Council‟s objective to “create a 
climate for and give encouragement to 
organisations and individuals to take 
initiatives in the stimulation of 
economic growth, tourism and 
employment opportunities in the 

district”. 
Trust Lands supports this ideal but 
suggests Council must have a business 
friendly stance. 
Trustees happy to meet Crs and 

management to discuss opportunities. 

Noted, Council does receive feedback 
that it is business friendly and has 
discussed this with the Trust in the 
past. Officers have developed a “one 
stop shop” to progress high value or 
complex applications in an efficient 
manner.  

 

138c  Greytown District 
Trust Lands 

Yes Part 3 – General: Interested in 
opportunities for collaboration and 
cooperation in the development of 
Council‟s LTP and Trust Lands review of 
its future directions document. 

Noted, Council representatives met 
with GDTL and will continue to 
explore opportunities 

 

138d  Greytown District 
Trust Lands 

Yes Part 3 – General: Interested in 
discussing potential partnerships 

Officers happy to meet at any stage.  
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opportunities with SWDC as consistent 
with current mandate. 

139a 363-
364 

Jean McDowall No Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Supports the overall goals, and notes 
that part of promoting SW as a good 
place to live includes making Fstn an 
attractive destination. 

Noted  

139b  Jean McDowall No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
strengthening of the Martinborough 

Town Hall/Community Centre. 
Would like to see some of the 
refurbishment funds directed into the 
planning of Featherston Town Centre. 

Not clearly for or against the MTH 
proposal, not allocated. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project. Also note 
that further consultation will be 
undertaken regarding the Featherston 
town centre 

 

139c  Jean McDowall No Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Requests that David Engwicht be hired 

as an expert to advise on Fstn Town 
Centre development 

While Council has some consultancy 
funds available for reviewing what is 

required to be done in our townships 

generally and in their commercial 
centres to facilitate growth, the form 
priorities, and scope of that work has 
not yet been determined. It is 
therefore premature to be targeting 

specific consultants for engagement. 

Recommendation 

That Jean McDowall be written to and 
advised until a brief is designed and 
agreed, it would be premature to be 
appointing particular consultants. 

 

139d  Jean McDowall No Part 3 – Public Protection: Requests 

a bylaw is introduced to prevent 
owners from letting buildings in the 
centre of town become run down. 

Council received a report on this issue 

at its April 2014 meeting. The report 
found that current legislative 
provisions do not allow Council to 
effectively intervene on such matters. 
Council did wish to further investigate 
whether the RMA could be used to 

resolve the problem. 

 In addition a letter (with an attached 
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report) from Rotorua District Council 
has recently been forwarded to 

Council seeking support for legislative 
changes to be made by Government 
for the same reason. This reinforces 
the fact that it is a national problem 
which needs a national solution.  

Both these documents are available 
on Council‟s website.  

Recommendation 

That a letter be forwarded to Jean 
McDowell advising of the availability 
of the reports, Council’s April 
resolution to further investigate 
options under the RMA (to seek legal 

advice) and that no further action be 
taken. 

140a 365-
366 

Robyn Ramsden No Part 3 – Amenities: Proposes budget 
for a Fstn Events Centre be added to 
the Annual Plan. 
Proposes that the community is 

consulted on the empty lot on the main 
street to a view to building an Events 
Centre. 

Further consultation will be made on 
the “town centre” There are no 
costings provided for an events centre 
and a proposal of this nature will no 

doubt be raised in the next round of 
consultation. 

 

140b  Robyn Ramsden No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests 
landscaping the four corners of Lyon 

Street, Fitzherbert Street intersections 
into one theme. 

Some changes planned during this 
season‟s winter planting, and ongoing 

work is to ensure a more coherent 
theme through the gardens in this 
area 

 

141 367 Derek Wilson Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the proposal of the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre, 

specifically the selling of Council land, 
more specifically Greytown Land 

Does not indicate whether the 
proposal is supported or not but as 
the sale of Council land is a key 

proposal have included as a NO. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

142a 368- Federated Yes General:  Suggests that the rates 
table does not show the true rates 

There are a limited number of  
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373 Farmers burden to high value properties. properties over the $4M that is 
analysed in the rates summaries 

142b  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes General:  Recommend the use of 
UAGC funding is detailed in the 
significant activity statements so rate 
payers can see where this funding 
stream is being spent. 

The areas covered by the uagc and 
uac are detailed in the rates 
assessment (part B) sent out with the 
first rates instalment to all ratepayers 

 

142d  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes General:  Recommends that Council 
include a breakdown of rates revenue 

for commercial, urban and rural 
properties by uniform charges, service 
charges, land value rates, capital value 
rates and targeted rates to 

demonstrate the proportion of each 
rating stream to the total rate take and 
to improve transparency. 

There would need to be a significant 
amount of additional analysis to 

provide this information and the 
benefits would appear to be limited  

 

142d  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Governance:  Notes an 
increase in $19k in depreciation above 
the $4k forecast in LTP, question the 

reason and whether it is an appropriate 
source of funding for these activities. 

This variance relates solely to the 
purchase of a new vehicle that was 
forecast to be purchased in a prior 

year. The previous vehicle was fully 
depreciated 

 

142e  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Query whether the $120k is strictly for 
Destination Wairarapa or also includes 

contributions to the Wgtn Regional 
Strategy. 
Note DW is funded by general rates 
and considers an increase use of 
uniform charges and targeted rates for 
the districts tourism business is more 
appropriate. 

$120K is strictly for Destination 
Wairarapa, SWDC does not contribute 
to Wellington Regional Strategy. 

Funding policy is likely to be reviewed 
as part of the 2015/25 LTP – note 
that the uniform charge is nearing the 
30% cap. 

 

142f  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management:  
Query a 7% decrease in operating 

costs yet only a 1.1% reduction in 
rates requirement. 

As reported to Council, the impact of 
aligning Councils fees to those of MDC 

(from 2013/14 year) led to a 
significant reduction in revenue for 
resource management. This has been 

partially addressed by raising some of 
Councils fees but not entirely. In 
addition a reduction in the assessed 
level of income from financial 
contributions has been made to better 
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reflect actual income from these 
sources. Both of these factors have 

reduced income and mean that the 
overall demand for rate funding has 
not been reduced to the same extent 
as the reduction in costs. 

Recommendation 

That Council write and advise 
Federated Farmers of the reasons for 

the difference in the level of cost 
reduction and the rating requirement. 

142g  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Resource Management: 
Encourage Council to engage Fed 
Farmers during the process of 

assessing and providing advice to the 
Council on the new regional plan. 

The WRC has been consulting on its 
Regional Plan Working Document for 
Discussion (WDFD) and officers have 

been taking part in discussions on this 
document and commenting. This 
WDFD is presently being refined and 
will be released as a “Draft” for 
comment later this year. At this stage 
it will be critical for Council to engage 
with WRC and make comments on its 

own behalf in relation to provisions 
affecting how Council does its 
business (our infrastructure) and how 
the document affects our ratepayers. 
Federated Farmers are an important 
stakeholder in this process just as 
Council is and both parties will 

undoubtedly have many common 
concerns. Working together would be 
advantageous to both. Likewise 
Council staff will continue engaging 
with and working with MDC and CDC. 

Recommendation 

That Council write to Federated 
Farmers and advise of its willingness 
to work, where appropriate, together 
when formulating comment on the 
Draft Regional Plan. 

 

142h  Federated Yes Part 3 – Amenities:  Notes significant Pools now reflect actual costs and  
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Farmers increases from LTP and request an 
explanation (swimming pools, libraries, 

community buildings and rental 
properties). 
Note there is significant expenditure, 
but views are divided amongst 
members and recommend Council 
consider the most equitable ways to 
fund these projects. 

correct standards e.g. x2 life guards.  
Libraries capex has gone down. 

Council‟s funding policy covers the 
equity issues with regards to the 
impact of rates and charges, this 
funding policy will likely be reviewed 
as part of the 2015/25 LTP 

142i  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Note the 

changes to the NZTA funding model 
and would be pleased to work with 
Council on getting a more equitable 
funding model and to assist Council 

with their review of the Road Asset 
Management Plan to minimize the 
impact of the changes on rural roads. 

Noted, although NZTA are well 
through their funding review and 
there is limited real opportunity to 
effect change. All assistance in this 
key budget area is appreciated as this 

is an issue that will impact the rural 
sector. Council continues to lobby 
NZTA bearing in mind the significant 
rural component of the roading 
network. 

 

142j  Federated 

Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Question 

the use of reserve funding for seal 

extension and suggest repairing 
damage to existing roads would be the 
most prudent use of reserve funds. 
Queries whether the cost should rest so 
heavily on the rural community. 

Not entirely clear whether the 2km 

sealing proposal is not supported; 

have interpreted as a NO. 

 

142  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Land Transport:  Express 
concern in the decrease of CAPEX from 
the forecast LTP levels for reseals and 
the potential decline in service levels 
for rural roads. 

Noted, there is no plan to decrease 
service levels. Note the FAR review 
and One Network Road Classification 
system  

 

142k  Federated 
Farmers 

Yes Part 3 – Solid Waste Management:  
Expresses concern the shift in rates 

income from projection in LTP.  Target 
rates has decreased 51.6% while 
general rates increased 40.1%. 
Consider this service should be funded 
by targeted rates. 

Recommend the proportion of rates 
collected through the general and 
target rates for solid waste to more 

This is due to the cost savings in one 
area (mainly tonnage to landfill) and 

collection costs being lower as a 
result of the new soil waste contract. 
Costs were uncertain at the time of 
preparing the LTP 
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accurately reflect the beneficiaries of 
the service and align with LTP. 

143 374-
375 

Diana and Ian 
Cresswell 

Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
strengthening of the Martinborough 
Town Hall/Community Centre but: 

1. Does not support the sale of 
Huangarua Park. 

2. Would like a more gracious 

add-on, and requests a choice 
be presented. 

3. Requests that use of land 
around the Square be reviewed 
to see if the spaces can be 
better utilised for MTHCC 

purposes e.g. Fire Service land. 
4. Concerned at some matters 

that affect the playground. 

Not enough key differences to be a 
NO; categorised as a YES. 

 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 

considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

144 376-
379 

Orchestra 
Wellington 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests $10,000 for 14/15 to support 
its first Subscription Series Concert of 

2015. 

Nil granted last year  

145 380 Celia Jenkins No Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 

Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre proposal 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

146  381-
382 

Late 

Campbell Moon Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the Martinborough Town 
Hall/Community Centre proposal 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

 

147a 383-

384 

Sue Fox Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 

the Martinborough Town 
Hall/Community Centre proposal. 

1. Due to project risk 
2. Disproportionate to Council 

income and involves sale of 
remaining Mba assets 

3. No mandate; consultation in 
Oct 11 offered 4 options none 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 
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of which exceeded 2.4m. 
4. Other solutions are probably 

available; public/private 
partnership/building lease, sale 
with agreement to lease. 

5. Greater need in Fstn 
6. Spending in Fstn benefits all 3 

towns. 

147b  Sue Fox Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests the 
$900k allocated to earthquake 

strengthening be reallocated to Fstn 
Town Centre/water/infrastructure 
improvements or other following 
consultation. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project, and that 
councils policy of exacerbator pays 

principal limits funding sources for 
wastewater and water infrastructure 

 

148 385-
490 

Late 

Greytown 
Community 
Heritage Trust 

No Part 3 – Amenities: Expresses 
concern at the deteriorating state of 
the old library building and asks that it 
be maintained. 

Requests that the old library building is 

maintained. 
Does not express a view on the stated 
use proposal. 

Planning for exterior maintenance 
under way with a view to getting work 
started in FY 14/15.  Building is still 
being advertised for a permanent 

tenant who, if found, may have 

specific requirements. 

 

149 491-

495 

Late 

John Terris Yes Part 3 – Land Transport: Requests a 

footpath on Wallace Street, Fstn, 
specifically between No's 47-53, sites 
safety reasons. 

Current adopted footpath program 

includes William Brenton, Ludlum and 
Kenward Cres to be done in 
Featherston plus overlays on 
Fitzherbert, Lyons and Ludlam St‟s 

 

150 496-
499 

Late 

Sport Wellington Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests $7,500 to continue Sport 

Wellington services in the Wairarapa. 

Received $5,000 in 2013/14  

151 500-
596 

Late 

Aratoi Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Request continued funding of $25,000 
for the 14/15 year. 
Notes alignment to Council‟s objections 

and goals under this significant activity 
and to Work with Maori. 

This is the same level as 2013/14  

152a 597- Southern 
Wairarapa Safer 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Request Council apply for accreditation 

It is understood this process would 
provide an additional administrative 
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598 

Late 

Community 
Council 

to become a Social Housing Provider. 
 

burden, the costs of which would be 
met by the tenants as council policy is 

that pensioner housing is self-funding 
and not a burden on the ratepayer. 

152b  Southern 
Wairarapa Safer 
Community 
Council 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests that Council support the 
implementation of a national warrant of 
fitness for rental accommodation. 

Any additional costs will be borne 
directly by the tenants as this is the 
only source of funds to cover 
pensioner housing. Housing checked 

regularly 

 

152c  Southern 
Wairarapa Safer 
Community 
Council 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development: 
Requests consideration be given to 
local policy regarding WoF for our local 
rental housing stock. 

Any additional costs will be borne 
directly by the tenants as this is the 
only source of funds to cover 
pensioner housing. Housing checked 

regularly 

 

152d  Southern 
Wairarapa Safer 
Community 
Council 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests consideration be given to 
Social Housing improvement to become 
part of the Councils Combined Annual 
Plan. 

Funding is not available for 
improvements to the social housing 
stock, any additional works needs to 
be funded from the rents received as 
council policy is that pensioner 

housing is self-funding and not a 

burden on the ratepayer. 

 

153a 599-
600 

Late 

EnergySmart No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests consideration be given for 
EnergySmart to oversee a local 

Homestar programme in conjunction 
with NZ Green Building Council.  This 
would keep this project in the local 
Wairarapa area and provide 
employment. 

Recommendation: 

That Council is not involved in 
endorsing specific programmes. 

 

 

153b  EnergySmart No Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  

Consider a Homestar service could be 
aligned with Councils to also involve 

earthquake, ACC and fire safety 
checks. 

  

154a 601-

604 

Late 

Southern 

Wairarapa Safer 
Community 
Council 

Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  

Requests $10,000 for the SWSCC Life 
to the MAX programme. 

This is the same level as 2013/14  

154b  Southern Yes Part 3 – E, C & C Development:  
Requests $5,000 as partial funding for 

This is the same level as 2013/14  
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Wairarapa Safer 
Community 

Council 

a Safer Wairarapa Coordinator (funds 
also requested from MDC and CDC) 

155a 605-
606 

Late 

Greytown School No Part 3 – Amenities: Notes agreement 
from stakeholder mtg on 23 April for 
the following so the Gtn Pool functions 
effectively: 
 Increased water temperature 

(cover/solar heating/deep end 

shallower) 
 Standardise the pool length to 25m 

Engineer‟s report has been 
commissioned on shortening the pool.  
Plans to fibreglass the pool are on 
hold until the report is received and a 
decision is made about shortening the 

pool.  Pricing is being sought for pool 

covers and heating options.  To 
shorten the pool we would require 
additional $50 – 200k depending on 
pricing of different options. 

 

155b  Greytown School No Part 3 – Amenities: Need for the 
School to understand likely costs for 
pool use each year so budgets can be 
managed and parents informed early if 
some costs need to be transferred. 

Noted 

 

 

155c  Greytown School No Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that 

any changes to the Gtn Pool need to be 
considered with the long term goal of 

keeping our young people confident 
and safe around the water. 

Noted  

156 607 

Late 

Diana Broadhead Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Would like to 

preserve the shell of the Town Hall.  
Suggests some building alterations for 
consideration 

Not explicitly for or against the 

MTHCC project, however after further 
communications understand she 
supports the proposal. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

157 608-
609 

Late 

Penny Barnett Not 
available 

Part 3 – Amenities: Supports the 
Martinborough Town Hall/Community 
Centre project 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 

on the town hall project 

 

158a Late Ed Hudson Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Does not support 
the Martinborough Town 

Note:  This submission was received 
after the Officers Report was 
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Hall/Community Centre project. prepared.  The submission has not 
been counted in any comparison of 

responses for consistency. 

Recommendation: 

The submitter be advised that the 
submission is noted and will be 
considered when making the decision 
on the town hall project 

158b Late Ed Hudson Yes Part 3 – Amenities: Requests that 

the assets and funding earmarked for 
the Town Hall instead be used to help 
fund the essential upcoming freshwater 
and wastewater projects across the 
district. 

In general terms the exacerbator 

should pay, i.e. those discharging to 
the wastewater system should pay. 

 

 
 

MTHCC  

Proposal 

Cycleway 

Proposal 

Tar Seal 

Proposal 

Old Library 

Proposal 

For Against For Against For Against For Against 

2, 5, 6, 11, 12,13,14,15,17,18,19, 20, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 32, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,  
47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 55, 58, 60, 61, 63, 65, 

71, 74, 77, 78, 79, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 
102, 106, 115, 116, 118, 123, 126, 130, 133, 
136, 143, 145, 156, 157 

4,31,54, 66, 83, 84 
(549 signatures), 
95, 101, 110, 112, 

113, 117, 119, 134, 
141, 146, 147 

31, 56, 59, 81, 
99, 103,110, 
113, 116, 117, 

121,123, 132 

18 21, 69, 72, 
75, 96, 98, 
103, 104, 

124 

99, 142 36  

Total:  63 Total:  17 Total:  13 Total:  1 Total:  9 Total:  2 Total:  1 Total:  0 

 


